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                                        The capital city of Tamil Nadu and the financial centre of Southern India, Chennai has, in recent years, come into the limelight only for its growing metropolitan nature. However, many people are unaware of the fact that Chennai is not only rich in cultural, educational and recreational activities but also has gained international recognition for the same, by trusted forums such as the New York Times and Lonely Planet. ...
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                                        Why explore the pictures of Thai and Malay beaches with sun-kissed soils and rolling surfs, when the people of Chennai have their own share right here? As the city's boundaries expanded, Chennai has inherited a lot of beaches, leaving one to pick from more than just Marina and Elliot's beach. In the mornings, the beaches of Chennai provide the splendid scenic view together with serene sea, shimmering sand and gentle wind. These stunning beaches have magnificently charmed the locals as well as the tourists with their scintillating natural beauty and panoramic exquisiteness and vivacity. ...
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                                        Chennai, bestowed with architectural splendour and exquisite beaches, is enveloped by many picturesque and mesmeric sky-kissing hill stations nearby. Fervent lakes, the sunshine dappled slopes, inexplicably twisted trees and tweeting birdies are suggestive of the secluded hill escapes from Chennai. Gasp the cool fresh air and striking aromas inaugurate a vacation alive with beautiful marvels!

Escape the heat and indulge yourself to a breath-taking climate with these hill stations near Chennai. With so plentiful to offer, all you need to do is just pack your bags and head-off to any one of these wonderful hill stations and get thoroughly relaxed and rejuvenated. ...
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                                        “The way to a man’s heart is through his stomach” – Forget the way to a man’s heart! A good meal, a sumptuous, lip-smacking meal is the way to anybody’s heart. Forget the days of hailing movie stars and sports personnel as heroes, chefs and food tasters of the world are enjoying no less fame and popularity! Ask ten people around you and the names of Anthony Bourdain, Gordon James Ramsay, Nigella Lawson etc. (and there are many more) would be a favourite among them. So yes, you can safely say that when the right platter is there in your arsenal, victory is not too far away!

Our taste buds, by and large, are conditioned to our native delicacies, but have a natural tendency towards anything delectable. So why not start our journey by exploring some of the magical flavours of street food? As a country, India is budding with plethora of flavours and cuisines across borders. So here’s to looking at the top 5 street foods of Chennai! ...
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                                        Chennai is the capital city of Tamil Nadu, located on the Bay of Bengal and is the third most populous city in India.Chennai or Madras, by whatever name you call it, it is a city of an interesting mix. Chennai is a city which has something to offer for everyone. Chennai has got a long coastline and some really lovely beaches you can chill out in. It has the planetarium, science museum, the government museum of arts , Kalakshetra school of fine arts, Mahabalipuram ,The Zoo, Crocodile bank and Snake park,Vedanthangal, St.Thomas Mount, Santhome Cathedral, Kapaleeswarar temple and whole pile of other places which will keep you entertained. All this combined with a plenty of options of good food, good places to stay, friendly people and good infrastructure for travel is what makes Chennai really attractive to tourists. ...
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This image is © to Mary Margret.  I think I may have seen this exact same image in a dentist’s office at least once before.  I do appreciate the tools of their trade, even if they instilled a certain primeval fear in me as a child!

Now I don’t assume y ...
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